Customer references

“Votre équipe s’est vraiment démenée pour nous servir au
mieux, comme d’habitude : une parfaite communication et
une grande flexibilité.
C’est difficile à l’heure actuelle d’avoir un regard humain
pour considérer ensemble un problème ou une situation.
C’est aussi difficile de trouver des partenaires sérieux et
compétents; nous en sommes bien conscients.
Merci pour tout !”
VERT SERVICE
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What our Customers
are saying
“The M-Star Projects team’s passion for excellence in
execution and hard work is reflected in every aspect of the
many projects which we as TechnipFMC have done with
them!”
TechnipFMC

“For many years we have found in M-Star an experienced
and skilled carrier for the transport of our pneumatic tires.”
MICHELIN

“Most of all they provide flexible and scalable customer
focused solutions!”
Kuldipsingh Infra NV
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What Our Customers
are Saying
“For many years we have found in M-Star an experienced and
skilled carrier for the transport of our pneumatic tyres,
having a minimum height of 3 meters and a weight of at least
2500 kg per tyre, multimodal (combined by sea, land and rail)
to Russia and its former states.”
“We work together with a permanent contact person, which
benefits the progress of the transport. A daily ‘track & trace’
has an added value in our customer centricity approach.”
“Therefore:
M-Star gets things done designed to OUR expectations!”
Quality Manager Logistics – Transport CIS
MICHELIN
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What Our Customers
are Saying
“M-Star Freight Services has the most reliable capacity when
it comes to Logistics and Freight Forwarding.
Being one of the most largest sustainable building company
in Suriname, South-America, we have experienced cargo
security through M-Star crossing the Atlantic Ocean.”
“Their unique business model consists of dependable
customers service and mutual success. Most of all they
provide flexible and scalable customer focused solutions.”
General Manager
Kuldipsing Infra NV, Paramaribo, Surinam
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What Our Customers
are Saying
“M-Star is a house hold name when it comes to transport and
logistics services. With all the years we have been working
with M-Star in Technip, M-Star has shown that they are
reliable, capable as well as having the right team in project
execution. M-Star goes extra miles to give their client an
extra service where needed. In a project execution, they
think outside the box to give their client that customer
satisfaction.
M-Star has executed a high volume and complex transport
and logistics services for Technip. For instance, Technip
Parallel Reformer (TPR).
M-Star has the expertise to be one of the leading transport
and logistics services company in the global market.”
Expediting & Shipping Coordinator
TechnipFMC
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What Our Customers
Are Saying
“I have known M-Star Freight Services for more than 10
years. The M-Star Projects team’s passion for excellence in
execution and hard work is reflected in every aspect of the
many projects which we as TechnipFMC have done with
them.”
“M-Star Freight Services is an ‘out of the box’ full service
provider with a dedicated leadership and operational staff.
Putting the customer first along with the can-do attitude and
fearless management of all types of transactions has
brought the company success. This is evidenced by M-Star
Freight Services continued growth and extensive footprint in
the world of logistics.”
“I would highly recommend M-Star Freight Services as a
provider & partner for all type of logistics and related
needs.”
Sr. Transport & Logistics Specialist
TechnipFMC
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What Our Customers
are Saying
“We are working with M-Star for many years now as 3PL,
doing forwarding, export documentation and warehousing.”
“M-Star takes a big workload of the expeditors which gives
them time to focus on priority of their task.”
“M-Star provides detailed and competitive quotes even if
transport details are not advanced. Myself, I have done
several projects in Russia where the expertise of M-Star was
a real benefit. Any party looking for a logistics partner, I can
highly recommend M-Star.”
CLTD, Senior Expeditor & Shipper
TechnipFMC
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